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1. 'L'his report is a record of issues in the semantics of natural 
lan6uagcs that hnve concerned me in the past few years, some of the 
things I have had to say about them, e.nd some of the things that others 
have had to say about them. There is nothing new in these pages, and 
,, 
there is much that is borro~ed. I use numbered paragraphs mostly to 
crco.te fav-orable associations--'but also to make it obvious that I do 
not expect the reader to perceive here any structure beyond that or: 
sheer seqi.::cnce. 
2. The traditional first task 0£ ~enten~e analysis has been 
tho.t of understa.,dine ar.d recognizing th~ highest-level division ~n a 
•' 
sentence, that between its subJect and its predicate, On the traditional 
accoW1t, the subject of a sentence is that portion of it vhich indicates 
·,the person or thing about whom or which a statement is made or a 
question asked>' and its predicate is that portion of the sentence which 
contains 'the statement or the question asked. 1 
3. In formal grammars of the type first discussed by Chomsky, the 
subject/predicate distinction is ,captured in terms of labeled co- ... 
constitw,;its of sentences. The tvo major co-constituents of a sentence 
are a nounphrase (NP) and a verbphra.se (VP). A ?t:P that is an immediate 
cor.stituent of a sentence is defined as its subject; a VP that is an 
1
i::.::lediate co~stituent of a sentence is its predicate. We may refer 
~2 -
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to this ns the confip;urntionnl definition of nubjects nnd prcdico.tc:.. 
4, In theories of grammar that derive from the work of Choffi=ky, 
a distinction is made between the deen structure of a sentence and its 
surface structure. ~ince both the deep structure and the surface 
structure are capable of hnvin~ major co-constituents of the same 
types, and since the entities so ,identified mey- be different in the 
deep and surface representations·of the same sentence, it is necessarJ 
to speak of·both deep structure and surface structure subjects and 
predicates. 
' .
5, It is of concern, therefore, whether the traditional account 
of the subject/predicate distinction apP,lies to the distinctio~ as it 
~s lc~i~ed for the surface structu~e or the deep structure level. So~e-
t~ir.c e.kin to the traditional distir.ction is apparent in the s~rface 
structure of some sentences. On the interpretation that the passive 
transformation in EnBlish is rncaning-prescrvinR, it can be said that 
sentences {5-a) and (5-b) differ only in the identification of o~e or 
another NP as subject. 
(5-a) pianists play pianos 
(5-b) pianos are plnyed by pianists 
There a.re arguments .for saying, ho·..-ever: that while (5-a) is 'analytic, 1 
(5-b) · is 'synthetic. 1 Such;' claims might be made for the interpretation 
,,: 
that (5-a) is a general statement about nianists and thut (5-b) is a 
general. statement about pianos. 
6. It might be argued that either of the sentences in (5) can 
in fact be i~terpreted in either of the t~o mentioned vays. If thut 
is so, then it follO\JS that the traditional account of the senan~ic 
I• 
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relevnncc or the subject/predicate distinction cannot be captured by 
t:1c confir,uro.tiono.l definition a.t a.J.1, on either the deep or the · 
surface structure level,unless Rra.rnrnntical description is a ~ood deal 
mere ~ubtlc v..nd o.bstro.ct than e;rarnmarians have thoueht. 
7. 'i'he tr~.sforma.tions which linl< deep structures vith surface 
structures are taken, in the standard theory,> to have in ther.tsclves 
no semantic import. It has therefore been asswned that the semantic 
relevance of the subject/predicate distinction should be sou~ht only 
in the deep structure. 
6. Hovever, the semantic role of deep-structure subjects appears 
~ct to be univocal, at least when.ve look for the role of this entity 
. 
in the ~o~t strni~htforward ~~y. The involvement of the entity nruned 
by the subject !r? in the event or.situation described by the sentences 
iiven belo~ appears to be quite oifferent in ea.ch case. 
ca-a) the boy slapp<;d th~ p.;irl; 
(8-b) the boy fell dovn 
· (8-c) the boy received a. blov 
(8-d) the boy has a toothache 
(8-e) the boy he.s blue eyes 
(8-r) the boy C:::his a.ppenranceJ shocked me 
In order for a semantic theory to relate THE BOY to the predicate 
expression found in each of these sentences, reference must of course 
·,. 
be made to the 'subject' NP; but there appears to be no common 
notional property of 1subJectnesse which semantic descriptions of 
these 5entences can exploit. 
9. A comm.itment to the view tha.t 'sub,1 ec:ts' defined in the 
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co:::'i,.~-:-:::.io:·ui.1 W-"'..:,' :T.u::;t be i:-clcvnnt to :ic::;~ntic ri.cscrir,t!.r,n::; r.11:; -'":r: 
to t~o varieties of re-ano.l.ysis. Tho first is mentioned in ccctions  
(10)-(14), the second, briefly~ in (15),  
10. Though it me.y not be possible'to find a sinr,le semantic 
contribution for the subject role with ~11 ~Y!)es of predicate expressions, 
it may at least be possible to find a unique subject role for each 
predicate vord, or, better, for each type of predicRte Yord. There is 
a r,roup of verbs in Enp,lish vhich have both transitive and intransit.ive 
uses and vhich show the same NP role with r~spect to the subject in 
their intransitive uses as they do 'With respect to the direct obj·ect in 
thair transitive uses. Typical exom~les cnn be constructed with move-
ment-verbs like ROTATE or chan~e-of-state verbs like BREAK. 
(10-n) the cylinder rotated  
(10-b) Fred rotated the cylinder  
(10-d the lens broke  
(10-d} Fred broke the lens  
11. According to one attractive en~ popular proposal for capturing 
facts of the sort exhibited by the sentences in {10), the transitive 
sentences contain, in their deep structures, the intransitive sentences 
embedded to the verb CAUSE, 2 \rn each ca.se the subject of the under-
\ 
lying verb CAU!1E is the subject of the t:rat'lsitive sentence~ the analysis 
·,  
interprets the sentence as representin~ the proposition that the  .. 
entity identified by the subject HP of CAUSE is causer of ar. event 
chn:rueterized ·cy the intransitive ser,tence. '!'he sentences (ln-b} anc. 
~ {l0-n) can be thou~ht of as havinp. in their dee? structure so~ethinR 
of the sort suP,~ested by (11-n) nnd (11-b} below: 
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{11-n) Prcd c11u~e ( the cylinclr,r rot::tt~)  
(11-li) Fre<l. c::-1.11sc (the len" hrcr1.;()  
bet•,:een the verb {ROTJ\TF. or BREAK) nnn its underl~in~o.ject is the 
sai~e in both its {surface) transitive and intransitive uses. '?he 
appearance of these underlyinl?'lY intransitive verbs in tra.nsitive-
verb positions is a matter of surface detail. 
12. 1rhe co.ces presented in (ll) show a recon::.1t.:ruction t.hr,t p:ives 
a uni4uc subject/verb relationship for different 'uses' of the~ 
verb. By allo~in~ the relation betveen deep and surface struc~ures to 
:~ ~ore nbstruct still, it is possible to show se~antic relations 
'::ieti1ce:1 two d::.ffcrcnt verbs in s. vray that will reveal their underlying 
sc:::,,:-.t.:.c co:-:::::or:c:l:. tier;; a.nd, in pe.rticula:r t'or our pu.r?ones, •..rill show 
that, for tile Given ve::-b pairs, the role of the dce?-st:ructure subject 
is t~e sa...~e in both cases. Thus the deep st~uctures of (12-a) and 
(12-c) are something like wh~t is sup:ir,ested, by {12:..b) and (12-<l) 
respectively. 
(12-a) Peter killed the ca~ 
(12-b) Peter cause (the cat rlte) 
(12-c) Peter put the beer in the icebox 
\ 
(12-d) Peter ca.use (the beer to be in the icebox) 
\. 
The :replacement of C/1USY. TO DIE by )CTLL a,nd CAUSE TO BE "hy '.Pl?I' :s, ap.ain, 
a matter 	of surface detail, 
13. One mi~ht ob,Ject to the semantic equivalence of {12-a) and 
' 
(12-b) on 	the ~rcunds that (13-a) and (13-b) a:re not exact naraphrases. 
(13-~) ?etor killed the cat in the attic 
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(13-b) Peter cnuGcd the cnt to die in the nttic 
~hi3 ohjection io not critical, because it is ~uite po~r.iblc to con-
strain .t,:1e replacement by KILL of CAIJGE TO DIE to only tho:;e si ~u;;,.t.io:,.s 
i:t i:hich the interior sentence has no nd.vcrbic.l mo,:Ji. fic1:1;tic::. 'I":-."' 
loc.::.t:ive ph:::-::;.r:e Ii1 'i'IS A'I"'I'IC. in {13-a}, can o:1ly refer to the ::ila.ce 
vhere the_-causing took place. 
14. Apparent difficulties of ~he sort mentioned in (13) are 
counter-balanced by the advantaP,es that this reanalysis offers in 
I 
sentences like (14-a) below: 
(14-a) Peter put the beer in the icebox ·for three hours 
The complex sentence analysis makes intelligible the occurrence in ~his 
ser..t.e:1ce of an adverbial of time duration (FOR THRf.R HOURS), an e.dverb 
w~ic~ cannot be const~ued as qualifying the action vhich ?eter ?erfor.ned, 
bu~ only the situation of the beer's being in the icebox. Eff'o:::-ts 
vhich consider semantically complex verbs as inserted pretransforr.ation-
ally are required to say of verbs like PUT that they are used in refer-
ring to actions which have resultin~ states and that they tolerate 
udverbial modification of either the precedinP, action or the rcsultin~ 
sto.te, but not (presWTinbly )'·.both. o·6ser,.-e (14-b) 
\ 
(14-b) *Peter instantly put the beer in the icebox for 
three hours. 
15. Certain reseo.rchers·continue to seek a univocal interpretati;~ 
to the deep structure HP for all cases in which it occurs. ':!'hese 
vorkers are required to assi~ the a~entive or causing role to the 
deep structure sub,1ect, and then to interpret all sentence5 '\.rhich fail 
,to contain a UP that has this Gemantic role as sentences which ho.ve no 
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c.cc:p st·u~tUl'C subject whn.tever.3 I 't..'ill not r:.uy rr1ore of thi::; 
nppronch, since I do not consider it distinct--with respect to the 
1,: 
'ar;ent 1 role--from a.n npproach vhich assi,ms .'roles' to :HPs exnEci~ly. 
16. The second r;ra.mmatical function of 1fPs·which is dcfincu 
con firr.t~rutionally within the Bt~ndard theory fo that of the tl:i. rcct 
obJcc:t, On t.hc traditional account, tha role of the direct ob,jcct in 
a sentence 15 thnt of 'pntient' of the nction referred to by the 
verb of the sentence, thoup.h deviations from this have long been under-
stood nnd classified~ By its confiv,urationa.l definition~ the object 
NP is identified a.s th~t NP which is an immediate constituent of the 
main VP of the sentence. That the direct object re~ation is not 
sema.nticnllY univoca.1 can be seen in the folloving sentences: 
(16-a) I smashed the pumpkin  
(16-b) I grew the pumpkin  
(16-c) I like the pumpkin  
(16-d) I imagined the pumpkin·  
(16.e) I ma.de the pumpkin into a. mask 
(16-f) I ma.de a mask out of the pumpkin 
17. Pefenses of the underlyin~ univocality.of the semantic role 
or the direct object can be pursued in the same style as those dealing 
with sentence subjects. 
18.. It •.rould seem, however~ that linguistic theory ought to 
provide some way of distinguishing (i) the semantic roles which li?s 
have 'With reppect to their ~redicate words, from (ii) facts about their 
.poGitions in syntactic configurations, on either deep or surface 
J structure levels. In some of rrr., worlc. I ha.Ye tried to show hov this 
·l 
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could be done. 
19. Cc::rtni:1 verbs nnd adjectives seem to rcciuirc inhernntly a. 
\:~·J of sayi::..c; this is thn.t cert.ain verbs and adjectives seem q-..ii te 
nnturully to be reconstructible as n-place predicates in formulations 
~ithin the predicate calculus. In desc~iptions of lo~ical n-plnce 
predicates, there is no special status··by ,;.,,h~ch one or another of the 
o.~~-:1e:1ts co..n be isolated from the !"'est,. a stn.tus t~a.t ~...,ot!ld co::-~~cpo;-.C. 
to the role of subject or object. The relation between unstructured 
(but, of course, ordered} n-place predicate expressions and syntactic 
configurations appears to require the positing of certain mechanical 
correspondence rules which will make use of the left-to-rip-,ht position 
of the ar(\l.L~ents in the predicate expression. 
20. Fo,r, example, the verb R'EJ.1IND--as seen in that sense of ( 20-a.) 
(20-a) Harriet reminded Fred of Charlotte 
according to which Fred, on encountering Harriet, ~hour-ht of Charlotte--
can be viewed at the semantic level as a three-place predicate, repre-
sentable Ci~noring tenses againJ as (20-b) 
(20-b) remind (Harriet, Fred, CharlotteJ, 
a representation Yhich is subj~ct to the following syntactic configura-
, 
tion rules: the !:P which identifies the first· argwnent assu.~es the 
' subject position; the rf!> which identifies the second a.rgu.~ent assu.~es .. 
the direct object position; and (a special. rule) the !'TP which identif'ies 
the third nrgument becomes part of n preposition-phrase which ber,ins 
with -OF. 
21. AssuminF, that the underlyinF, semantic ~redicntes have their 
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n.r{~\U7lt~nt r,lot3 n.rrnnr:cd in n. fixed order, one co.:n oefine convers f"! 
relutions between predicates in terms of their underlyinP. expres5ions. 
Thus, the pnir LIKE/PL:.ASE :-till be definell: as 1-2 converses; the pair 
G:2LLi!lUY will be defined as 1-3 converses~ the 11air ?.OE/STF.AL ...,.ill 
be c.,cfincd n.s 2-3 converses. 
(21-a) John likes roses 
(21-b) roses please John 
(21-c} like co.;t;JJ = dfplease Cb, a.J 
(21-d) John sells roGes to schoolgirls 
(21-e) schoolgirls buy roses from John 
(21-f) sell (a,b,cJ =dfbuy Cc,b,aJ 
(21-g) Harvey robs John of roses 
(21-h) Harvey steals roses from John 
(21-i) rob Ca,b,cJ cdfsteal Ca,c,b] 
! 22. Unfortunately, the method just proposed requires that each 
converse pair be separately_ identified, for ea.ch le..np;uap;e·, by some 
1, 
I· defining expression like (21-c), (21-fl' • or (21-i). It is assuredly!.  
fl reasonable to demand of a semantic theo:ry that observed converse  
,i 
relations amonR predicate words in natural lanrr,uages be exnlainable 
from their meanings and their syntactic properties, not tha.t they\ 
I 
need to 'be stated by .a set of definitions. For two expressions to be 
·, 
converses of each other is a. surface ··syntactic fa.ct; the description 
of this situation should not depend on'.·prior definitions made on 
'underlyinv. semantic representations. 
I 
23. One type of theol:""J that would D.1.low such explanations vould 
require that all surface convers~ ~airs have the same orderinp. of· 
.I  
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---f'-rr,umcnts in-their underlyinP. reprcsentntion, and that special rulcn 
for subjcctivalization nnd objectivo.lizution be defined for one rnewber 
of each such pair. The 'explanation' of the relation is that one 
mc~ber of the pair represents an irrer,ularity ir. ~he gra.m:::ar N~th 
rcspcc~ to the subjectivalization a.~d objectivalization ;:-ules, 
24. A second approach is one "hich presents, ~~th each 1.L~der-
lying 9redicate expression, an unordered ~et of arr;t:Jr.ent slots, each 
of ·~·:i.i.:h is labeled accordinis to it.s scr.:ar.tic :-ole (o:- 1 ca::e I relat::.or.-
ship) with the predicate vord. ·It is this last position that I haYe 
taken. 4 
25. One finds that a decision to spea!~ of predicates, argUme~ts 
.and 	role types, rather than predicates, arguments and positions, ~a.ke 
it possib1e to provide a sharp separ~tion betveen vhnt I take to be 
purely syntactic phenomena--the left-to-right positioning of elements 
in the flow of speech--and facts about semantic interpretation. Two 
phonologico.11.y distinct predicate words may be interpreted as being 
semantically identical, having the same number of arguments in the same 
roles, but differing solely in the p~o9esses which arrange their 
elements into syntactic configw::ations. Each member of such pairs as\ ... 
BUY/SELL, TEACH/LEARN, SEND/RECEIVE, etc. 1ta.ke' essentially the sa.."lle 
\ 
argument types, in the swne 
·, 
roles, but they differ as to the role 
.. 
identification of the argument whose name or description 'becomes its 
sub,Ject. 
26. Such an explanation is ·not in itself fully satisfactory, 
ho"Jever. It is quite frequently th_e ·case that differences in subject 
selection properties (independently. of the formation of passive 
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ao:1t.t~~ces) a.rt~ cor:-clntcd with other kinds of fn.cts o.i)Out predicate 
.,,.m·d;:;, 'l'\10 :,c11mnticn.lly similo.r predicate vordG mny differ, fo:r 
,n,;:ru:\11lc, in tn~ optionality of the surface mnnifeotatiozu:: of' certain 
of their n.r~~cnts. ln e~pressions containinP. SELL, for example, 
it is no~ necessary to include~ NP that mentions the 'cuBtome~'; 
thus (26-~} is a syntac~ically complete sentence. 
(26-~) Hnrvey sells shoes 
In expressions containing BUY, it is not necessary to include a Ur? 
t=it:'l."t :-::er:.t~ci::!; the 1merchcnt'; thus (26-b) i~ a syntacticc.lly cc:r.1.pl.cte 
{26-b) the girl bought some shoes 
Simila.rly, expressions containing ROB may lack overt mention of the 
1loot,' Just as expressions containing STEAL may lack'overt mention 
of the 'victim, 1 as is seen in the syntactically complete sentences 
{26-c) and (36-d) 
(26-c) the boy robbed a bank 
- " 
(26-d) the P.irl stole some shoes. 
27. The vie~ which recoenizes labcled,-r.olcs for the nrp:uments 
O!~ a :predicate expression makes it possible, furthermore~ to speak of 
the relatedness of predicates having different numbers of terms. 'l';(o 
verbs can differ in that one manifests an n~place predicate o.nd the 
otheT manifests an m-place predicate, "the roles of the arguments that 
are present in the one and absent in the other accountinR for the 
differences in the· semantic interpretation of the sentences Yhich 
contain them. This way of speaking provides a fairly natural way of 
spea);.ing of the relationship between KILL and DIE, or that betveen 
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F'i·:HSUAP:·; ::i.nd BELIEVE. The role by which KILL di ffcrs from DI?;, ar,i! 
that by which PERSUADE differs from BELIEVE is that of the individual 
that is 1a~entively' involved in the events named by these verbs. 
Apart from this difference, we are, dealing here with pa.irs of' synonyms. 
28. (It has been maintained that the relation between words like 
these is more revea.lingly captured by the paraphrases with CAUSF. like 
those mentioned in (10)-(14) above. ·The question is whether this 
refo:::-r:i.uletion is indeed signi~icantly c~oser to the underlyinP, conceptual 
reality to justify claim~ tha.t have been made about the non-disti:nc~:nesz 
of ::;~::-.:.::tic !"C?p:'csents.tions a.nd deep st:::-uc~ure~ 01... sentcnc~s. The 
word CAUSE itself seems to have a substruct~re: to say that Jo~n 
caused the cat to die is to say that John engaged in some activity and 
that activity directly, ~esulted in the death of the cat.) 
29. Anyv,ay, the view vhich separates semantic roles from grrunmatical 
!'Unctions as sharply as this proposed role-structure analysis does, 
makes it possible to explore, as a senarute type of inquiry, the function 
of the subject/predicate division. There might be so~e difference 
between reasons for choosing the verb.BUY as opposed to the vero RELL, 
i. 
independently ot the optional omissi-0ns mentioned in (26). 
' 
30. The verbs BUY and SELL refer to institutionalized inter-
' 
personal activities involving tvo participating parties, a sum of ... 
money, and goods or services that are to be provided for one of the 
participnnts by the other. There a.re no situutions thnt ca.~ in them-
--....,,-- ...... 
sclvc~ be distinp;uished as buyin~ situat{ons or sellinr, situations; 
but the choice of one or another of these verbs seems to make it 
~on~ibl~ to speak of a buying/selline trnnsaction from ona of the 
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pa:·tic:.pimts • point of view. One of the reasons for providinr: this 
c':.is"Cinc-:ion is to r.-,o.ke it possible to dete:::.-mi;;e the scope of r.odi_fica-
't::.an o:"' certain kinds of adverbs e.dded to the sentence. I refer to 
the diffc~enc~ ve sense, vith re~ard to the scope of SKILLFULLY, in 
(30-a) and (30-b). 
(30-a) he sells apples skillfuJ.ly 
(30-b) she buys npples skillfully 
31. It even appears that there is a difference between the  
processes for determining the scope o~ adverbial modifica~ion a.~d the  
processes ~hich deter~ine the deep-structure s~bject as dist.inct ~re~  
J "the su:-:::"ace-s.;ructure subject. 	 This ca.n be seen b:1 compari:w; se:'it.e:-.ces 
,. 
ir::.~:::::;:.,'.:'. :i:-. bo-:h cazei:: :-elates to the par"ticipat.ion in the ac"t of the 
individual.indicated by the surface subject NP. 
(31-a.) Harvey viciously took advantage of Melissa 
(31-b) Melissa was viciously taken advantaRe of by Harvey 
(31-9) Harvey willingly took advanta~e of Melissa 
(31-d} Melissa vas .tillinp;ly taken a.dva.ntar;e of by Harvey
I 
32, The proposai hinted at in (31r sup;1sests that there is some 
\, 
validity to the notion deep-structure subject; but the facts are not 
really that decisive. It mey appear 	instead that certain adverbs may 
\ 
b~ introduced into a sentence as ways of qualifying one participant's 
role in ~he activity, the identity or that individual bein~ reco~nized 
by the as::;ociated ,:;ole t:rpe (:t:xperiencer, Ar:ent, etc.). Thus, Manner 
tviYe::-bs of the type VICIOUSLY may appea:r··only 1.n sentences ho.vin,~ 
,· 
U:h!c::-lyi:1c I1.r,:ents, the scope ot' the 'ndvcr.b being unnffcctcd by the 
ulti~ate choice of surface subject. Pootnl has noticed th~t the adverb 
Pr:;..lSO~ALLY occurs only in sentences with subjective experience verbs 
and in connection with the NP identified as the Experiencer--a~ain 
independently of whether this NP is or is not the Gentence subject. 5 
Exomple;!f-like his a.re given below: 
(32-a) personally, I don't like roses 
(32-b) your proposal doesn't interest me, personally 
(32-c} *personally, you hit me 
(32-d} *personally, ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny 
33. A "tt.oory which separates information a.bout erammatico.l 
' 
co~fir,u;;-at!o~s from in~oraation about the nature of the u~dcrlying  
. .  
_se~~r:..::"ttic re1a.tion~ m~st find so~,e 'Wt:.Y. of dealir.tR ·...r:L th t:1e so....;c~::.ec 
... 
Cj':.c:.~tric preaicates. It should be po~sible, at some level, one ~i~ht. 
thi:.!~, to so.y of verbs like NE.ET, C'OINCrnE, AGREE, etc .• that i.:'ley 
require expre~sions raferrins to: tYo er mare entities, but 3UC~ 
.expressions may appear in any of the severs..l ~ys provided by English 
grammar: as plural subjects, as in (33-a); as conjoined subJectsy as 
l
in (33-b); or as paired NPs arranged in dirterent {depending on the 
\ 
verb) syntactic configurations 'I' as in ( 33-c) , and ( 33-d) • 
. (33-a) the boys met/agreed 
(33-b) John e.nd Fred met/a.greed 
(33-c) John met Fred 
{33-d) John agreed with Fred 
It must be BKreed that no theory of ~rammar should be conutrained in 
su~h a way that it !10;13 to reco~rze ~wo di.ffe:rent verbs !$E'r, t"Wo 
• 
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di1't'<!rc:1t verb::; AGr,EE, etc.~ in order to diotinr;uish the intro.ns:i.tivc 
from the non-•:intr.a.nsitive use of these forms. 
34. This means reco~niz;ng, for some n-p~ace pr~dicate$~ that 
they 'take' two or more NPs in identical roles; but the main insights 
tho.t hnve come from 1ca.se gramma.r 1 or t.h·e ·theory of semantic role 
structure have depended on the assumption that no simple sentence 
req_uires the occurrence of more than one NP ,in a given role. 
35. There do seem to be some differences in the conjoined subject 
a.s opposed to the distributed NP versions·· of' ~ymmetrie predicate 
sentences, but ~or many of these the difference does not need to be 
seen as be.sic. We ma.y consider a.gain the effect of adverbial. moeifica-
tion, o~ce s.r;a.in taking the adverb WILtnmtY. 
(35-a} John and Fred 'W'illingly agree 
(35-b} John willingly a~ress 'With Fred Cnot a paraphrase 
o:f (35-a)J 
{35-c) John and Fred fought -with heated mud 
(35-c.) Jo!ln fought F:-ed vith heated mud Cnot a. para.phrase 
of (35-c)J 
36. For the examples in (35}~ the a.nsver seems to bear on the 
procedure by which adverbs of various kinds1 .are ,to be introduced into - ~· . 
...sentences.· It may be the ca.sa that in the symme_tric:-:predicate sentence 
itself, there is no necessary semantic\diff'erenc·e that. accompanies: 
one subject choice or the other. Once d choice has been made, however, 
the sentence is limited as to the embedding context vnich will welcome 
:ft. Thus, seutence (36-a) requires the 'tra.nsjtive • form. of MF.F.r in 
its embedded sentencei but only because the verb ENJOY requires an 
-	 .,. ' . -
iclcntit.y between its subject and the subject of its object sentence; 
a.nd tr.e subject of ENJOY is JOHN and not Jomr and MARY.  
(36-a) · John enjoyed meeting Mary  
(36-b) Jenn enjoyed (John meet Mary)  
?he poi~t is that analogous interpretations are possible for 
sentences with the adverb WILLINGLY, and with Instrumental W!Tli-
phrases. It is required merely that the adverb WILLINGLY be analyzed. 
as a disguised embedding verb, a.s suggested by (36-d) •. 
(36-c} John willingly mei Mary 
{36-d) John was willing (John met Mary), 
HI7H-phrases be associated with pnr&phrases containing the 
· . 6 7
ver-b USE, as suggested already by Lakoif. ' 
37. ·rt is frequently the case, however, tha.t a.pparent symmetric 
predicates a.re not properly symmetric after all, Sentences of the 
fo~ (37-a) 
(37-a..} ]I? :resemoles NP 
are extcnsiono.lly symmetric if both NPs are definite refer~inr, 
1::-~pressions, but othcrvise (o.s in (37-b)) not. 
(37-b) your brother\reseml)les a horse. 
My interpretation of the Similarity Predicates is that one of the 
... 
t,e:i:-ms has the role Stimulus (or what I would call Instrument~ but vith 
the notion of •implement 9 abstracted away), the other has the role 
I 
f 	 Thez:::e (or what ! have called Object in my earlier writinp;s), and the 
t 
i: 	 sentence is an expression of tt 3-plAce J')_!edicate in which the third 
· an:d ph'onetically absent argument fs the Expel"iencer, which is und.cr-
.,;,hen unexpressed, to be .identified 'With the speaker of the 
' 
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s~:-itence. The Stimulus must be expressed·· e;s a. referrin~ expression, 
but the 'I'heme need not, The· sentence means toughly that your 
brother as stir.iulus evokes in me memories of horses. (Incidentally, 
the verb REMIND, mentioned earlier, has a· very similar str..1ctm-e~ 
except that with it an NP representing the Experiencer must be 
' present in the surface sentence.J' 
1: 
:· 38. For many other so-called.symmetric predicates there are 
arguments that the associated NPs do not serve in absolutely identical 
roles.· It is difficult to capture such information in the face of 
the •.ride ranf];e of facts accounted :tor in tli'e _conjoined-subject source 
a:-::i.lysis of La..~off and Peters, 8 but such a. rea.nal::tsis may prove to 
be ~ecessa~y after all. And this is to say ~othing of the problem of 
dealing with the Asymmetric Joint Action Predicates of the type
I• 
I 
discussed by a prominent generative semanticist (vriting under an 
alias).  
(38-a} Fred a.nd Sheila vere blanking  
(38-b) Fred was blanking Sheila  
--(38-c) *Sheila. was blanking Fred9 
39. The occurrence of quantifying expressions of various t:r.;:,es 
s.~{!~3 to be constrained in fairly mysterious ways according to the 
sur:face arra...'1ger..ents of. the NPs in a. sentence. Lak.off I s •derivational 
constraints• 10 fail, as far as I can tel+, to account tor the 
particu1ar set of myateries I have in mind. In general, DEVELOP IriTO 
and DEVELOP OUT OF are 1-2 converses (although they also have a use 
as 2-3 converses of 3-place predicates); but there is a skewness in 
the pattern of qunnti:fication compatible with .these expressions, a.s 
,,•I 
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ca.n be seen by comparing the paraphro.Ga.bili ty facts sho.m belov: 
{39-a) every acorn developed into an oak 
( 39-b) an oak developed out of eve-r,1 a.corn [ a pa.raphr~e 
of (39-a)l 
(39-c) every oak developed out of an acorn 
(39-d) *an acorn developed into every oak (not a paraphrase 
of (39-c) J: 
[Jeffrey Gruber first drev my- atten~ion to sentences (39-a, b, c~ d).] 
Similarly, MA.KE INTO o.nd MAKE OUT OF are 2-3 converses of 3-term 
pradicates, ·and the ;pu.tterns seen· above n.re repeated .. only this time 
be~vee~ the direct object and the object of a preposition. 
(39-e) I made every las into a en.nae 
(39-f) I made a c~~oe cut of every loR [a paraphrase of 
(39-g) I made every canoe out of a log 
(39-h) *I made a log in~o every canoe {not a paraphrase 
of :< 39-P,} ] 
l 
I 
40. Lest the data of (39) be thought of ns involving exccptionn.l 
\ 
properties of 'verbs of physical transformation'~ we can shov here 
·, 
that Yerbs which are themselves converses of each other (FOLLOW e.nd 
PRZCEDE) exhibit similar patterns· with their o·.rn passive counte::'I)arts< 
{40-a.) a Sunday follows every.Saturday 
, I 
(40-b) every Saturday is followed by a Sunday [a para. .. 
phrase of (40-a)J 
( 40-c) every Sunday follows a Saturday 
(40-d) *a Saturday is followed by every Sunday [not a 
oara~hrase of {40-c)] 
I 
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( liO-c) .n. 80.tu.rdn.y prc·cedas every Sunday 
{40-f} every Sunday is preceded by a Saturday [a 
paraphrase of (40-e)] 
{40-R) every Saturday precedes a Sun<l<lY 
(40-h) *a Sunday is preceded by every Saturday [not a 
pa.raphras·e of ( 40-g) ] 
I suspect that the data offered in sections (39) and {40) are ultimately 
explainable in terms of 1derivational constraints' of the kind discussed 
. ,.; ~ .. 
by Lnkoff. A reason for bringing them up in this report is that 
they show r·estrictions of a ·fairly interestin~ sort that relate both 
to -::1e fo!':::::.0.:::.:.0:1 of deep-structure subjects {put differently, to t.he 
c~oice of pa~ticula~ ne~be~s of a converse pnir) and to the formation 
of ~~rfaca-~tructur~ cubjects. 
41. In rr.:/ proposals on 'case gra,.-ronar I I have assumed that the 
. . 
·role types vhich one can refer to in describing the semantic structure 
,. 
of predicates
' 
make up a universally valid 
., 
and reasonably vell-specified 
set of concepts. I have asswned, too, that the role types are the~-
selves wianalyznbles, corresponding to elementary perceptions on the 
po.rt of hu.·mm beings concerning such matters as who did it. vho 
experienced it, vhere it happened, what the r~sult vas, ~here a thing 
\ 
that mo•.red ended up, where it started'out, what moved, e...'1d a. f'ev 
othe:::."s. I have convinced myself 'that certnin :.role notions :recur 
c.cross '1-fic.ely va:iant la."lp;u.ages, namely those for which one finds 
useful the terms Agent, Instrument, Location, Object, Patfent~ etc. 
I have found that many valid assertions abou.t lnnp;uar;es ca..-1 be mude 
by descrihinR the s-tructure or their sentences in'these term:.:. The 
"l' -) 
most serious difficulties have hnd to do·with specifying exactly 
what this small set of role types consisted of, and determining 
",/hcther or not it vou"..d turn out to :be necessary' at lea.st for sor..e 
ve~bs, to interpret certain arguments as serving two role functions 
simulta.."leously. 
42. This last difficulty is that of seeing the relationship 
betveen the case functions that seem to be involved in almost every 
.. 
sentence--such as, f.'or example, those. I named in the last section-
and the sort of role structure that is involved in the description 
of pa:-ticular kinds of institutionalized transactions for which a 
'field' of vocabularJ may exist in a.language. I have in mind the 
roles of custo~er, merchE.nt, goods, a.nd instrur::ent of exc~e.nge in t~e 
·roc""b:ilary field that includes BUY, SELL, PAY, :JIC:CER, etc .. ; a.:nci 
those o~ defendant, judger, deed~ victim, etc., in the field that 
includes verbs like ACCUSE 7 CRITICIZE, FORGIVE, APOLOGIZE, COi'iF::C:SS, 
CO~CEDE, JUSTIFY, EXCUSE, etc. I am at the moment ready to assume 
that it may be necessa.TY to treat the serna.~tic roles of arguments on 
two 'levels' • I mean that I 1, may 'W'ant to be e.ble to say the.t in 
expressions -..·ith BUY there is.\ one arp;ument which has Customer :function 
on one 'level'> Agent function on another, vhereas in expressions 
vith SELL, the argument which has Agent function is the Merchant, 
not the CuGtoreer. In vhat follows I leave open the possibility that 
the roles associated Yith a predicate vord may not bear a one-to-one 
correspondence vith ~he argtJr.1ents associated with it. 
L3. A Rree.t deal of attention has been P,iven in the last year 
or two, in linguistic circles, to the fact that the semantic description 
distinrniish whn.t the spP.aker of the sentence mir:ht :'le s;iyin,-, ( or 
'doin,, in snyinr:') explicitly f:rom vhat he· 1s said to nresuppose 
about the i;ituutions _concerninp; which he is speakinr:. The apparatus 
for ror~ul~tinr, the presuppositions will ne~d to refer to the 
entit.ic:. ,,.;hich se:rvf! particular role fu.."lctions vith respect to the 
event or situation identified by the predicate. 
44. In my description of verbs of judp.:inp; ,11 for example, I 
have poi~ted out that for sentence (44-a) 
(44-a) Harvey accused Fred of •..n-iting the letter. 
the utterer of the s~ntence presupposes (the.t Harvey presupposes?) 
so~eo~ers h~ving ·.:ritten the letter in question vas bad, and 
vhat he is ceclaring, in utterinB (~4-a.), is that Harvey clained that 
?~eG is the one vho did it. On the other ha.,d, for sentence (44-b) 
(44-b) Ha.......,,..ey criticized Fred for vritinP, the letter 
~he spea..~e~ of the sentence presupposes (that Harvey ,resupposes?) 
that Fred vas the one vho wrote the letter, and is declaring, in 
uttering {44-b), that Harvey claimed that for Fred to have written 
the letter .....as bad. The force of Harvey's u~te:rance in (44-a) is 
\ 
what is ·presupposed in (44-b), and vice versa. 
\ 
45. ·Paralleling the pair of vord~ offered in (44) is the pair 
CREDIT and C0}~4END. These differ in that ~here ACCUSE and CRITICIZE 
carry the idea. of blameworthiness , CREDIT, and C0?-1:-mrm carry the ide$. 
cf ~oodncss. Thal- is, in {45-a) someone's havin~ vritten the letter 
is judged in advance as being good, and what is communicated is tha~ 
Harvey claimed Fred did it; in (45-b) Fred's responsibility is pre-
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supposcdt and wha.t is communicated is that Harvey claimed that vhut 
Fred did ~as good. 
(45-a) Harvey credited Fred with writi~~ th~ letter 
(45-b) 
46. The distinctions seen here are a.no.loeous to those •..1r.ic:-. J • !:, • 
Austin reco~nized in 001 ambiguity of ELA.ME and in the pair of vords 
EXCUSE and JUSTIFY. 
47. Some or the verbs of judging are illocuiionary verbs, as. 
are, for those I have mentioned, ACCUSE· and COMMEND. Wns.t this means 
• 
is that, tor those verbs or j~dging vhich a.re capable of servin~ as 
'explicit per:fo:rmativei:r1 or 'illocutionary force indicating devices.,,' 
a presuppositional ~nalysis or them comes to show certain ~esemblances 
to~ say, SearleTs analysis of promising and other illocutionar.:r ve~bs. 
,~
a~alysis of.illocutionary acts along the line develoyed by Searle-~ 
is a special case of the analysis o~ the type I have in mind {especially 
as it concerns pres~ppositions), ~einF. special only in that what is 
presupposed o~ the subject of the verb must be true of the speaker 
of the utterance, and that a performance of the utterance under the 
first-person-present-tense conditions appropriate to performatives 
\ 
tcou.nts as• the nerformanee of nn act vhich has extralinp;u.istic~ . . \ 
validity. 1 
I 
48. Searle's type of analysis can easily be extended, ~orkin~~. 
in the other direction~ to the description of non-linr:uistic-act verbs. 
·,
Thus the 'preparatory condition 1 for a valid utterance o~ (48-a)  
· {48~a) Sheila borro~ed five dolla.,rs from Fred  
is t.ha.t Fred had five dollars,;. t~e 1 si,ncerity condition' is thnt  . 
i 
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Sheilu in~ends to ~ive Fred five dollars at some time in the future; 
t:~e 'esse~tial contlition 1--vhich here~ however, cannot be ~atchcd 
~i~h ~ rule which governs the use of an operative linp;uistic eA-pression--
tolla.:::'s no~e day. 
49. (Tnis is not to sa,y that one can accept all of what Searle 
has to Sa¥ about promising. His account fails, as far as I can tell, 
I•
in one or two respects. For example, he claims that in performing a 
valid premising act one has ta.ken on an obligation to perform in a 
particular vey i:l the t\lture. If this is .so, then the utterances, 
on a ~othe~'s pa:::-t, of the reassuring vords (49-a) or (49-b) must be 
defective es acts of promising. 
(l9-a} I promise you that your father will come back 
(49-b) rl promise you that the sun vill co~e up a.gain 
tomorrow. 
If it vere seen~ however, that in ma.king a promise one provides a 
personal guarantee o~ the {future) truth of a statement, such 
promising acts would not need to be described as defective. Promising 
or the type Searle has in minq must be understood in terms of 
guarantees of the (future) truth of statements whose propositional 
content contains descniptions ·or acts to be performed by the maker 
of tne promise. (That is, in vhich an expression referring to the 
I 
ma!<er of the promise is in the Agent role.)) 
50. {A second qu:ibble migh_t be raised in connection vith Searle's 
' hint that THREATEN is the unfavorable consequence counterpart of 
PROMISE. This is wrong because (i) threatening acts do not need to 
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be (nccompnnied by) lin~istic nets', and bccauje (ii} in thre~teninP, 
!'.lorr.ebody > one does not take on an oblip:ation to do nr.ythin,i,:. You 
cun succeed thoroughly in threateninP, me by merely sayinR that you 
mi~ht consider beating r.r:, brains out. Xt may.be, however, that I 
a.m confused by an ambiguity in THREATE1i bet~een an illocution~ry  
o..nd a. perlocutiona.ry sense. I know, . for example, that one can  
declare that threatening words are ineffective either by sa.yinP, (50-a}  
or (50-b).  
{50-a) you can•t threaten me CperlocutionaryJ 
(50-b) your threats don 1t bother me Cillocutio:qar.rJ.) 
51. We have thus seen that the semantic analysis of ordinary 
language sentences, in order to incqr?or~te observatior.s and rules 
ebout illocutionary force> must include in its scope we.,.vs of des.lin~ 
with the participants in the speech act itself. The traditional term 
' 
for dealing with matters of this sort is deixis. One spea.ks of 
person deixis (references to the speaker and the addressee}~ c1ace 
deixis (references to the locations of the speaker and the addressee), 
~ deixis {references to the time·of the speech act), as well as 
references to portions of\the utterance itself (discourg deixis)~ and 
I • 
1 
references to the re1ativ~ social statuses of the speech act partici-
pants {honorific systems~ etc.). 
52. In the description or certain predica~e words~ there is a~. 
necessary reference to deictic features, especially in the description 
I 
of the presuppositions or 'preparatory conditions'. The prime exnmnle 
13. 
of this for English is the verb COME. In sentences of '!;he for:n 
p;iven in (52-a) 
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· , (52-n) 0 {ob,1ect) comes to P {place) at T (time) 
it is presuppose.d of P that it is eitper 
(i) 	 where the speaker of the scnt~nc~ is at the time 
of u.tterance; or 
(ii) whe~e the addressee o~ the se~tence i3 nt the time 
of utterance; or 
{iii) where the speaker of the sentence is/vas/Yill be at T; or 
(iv) .where the addressee of the sentence is/vas/vi11 be at T. 
53. Sentences containing no other detctic references permit all 
fotl~ presu~positional possibiiities, as i~ (53-a) 
(53-a) ·Fred vill come to the office tomorrov 
But others a.re limited because of ~resuppositions associated with 
ot.her deictic parts of the sentence. -Thus,, (53-b) presupposes either 
" 
that you are there no.r or that you will be there tomorrow, but not 
that I am there nov nor that I will be there tomorrow at the time I . 
arrive; and (53-c) presupposes that I vill be there tomorrov at the 
time. of' your arrival., or that you are ·there no•..i; while I am speaking.·· 
(53-b) 	 I lrlll come there tomorrow 
. {53-c) 	 you Yill come there tomorrow 
"j, 
l 
?~·· (A full semantic theory of a lanf;UaP.e must addi~iona1~y take 
into· account the tact that there is 
\ 
I 
an extended or displaced use of 
deictic ~eatures corresponding to the ways in ~hich the speaker or a 
i 
thlrd-person ~~rrative ridentifies' with one or another or the 
characters in his narrative. If one ot the basic functions of deictic 
c~tegor.ies is to express dtrectly the speaker's role or viewpoint vith 
respect to his s~bject matter; in the· 'displaced. 1 use the speaker 
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•' 
p~rfor~s ~o~c kind of psycholor,icnl 'identification' with one of th~ 
parties in his r.urrntive. It seems thut instunc~s of 'di~plcced e~o' 
can be seen in sentences like (54-a), where the author is intcrpretetl 
us vicwinr, the situation from Hurry•s~point of vie~, rather than 
from Fred's or Bill 1 s, 
· ( 54-o.) Fred came to where Harry ve.s, and then rlarrJ ...,e:-1~ 
to where Fred was 
I::. (54-b) ~he author is aloof; sentence ,(54-c) is unaccept::1.:~le. 
to where Bill was 
(54-c) *Fred ·cwne to where HarrJ was, and then Harry c&~e 
to where Bill was 
The phe:i.or:.enon is q_ui'te analogous to the dis~inction provided oy sc:::e 
(e-. g. , P.130:i.q,uia.n) la."lguages bet·.1ee~. 'prox::.;;:.at::.ve I ar.c. 'o·::v:.a~:.ve' 
~~i=l p~rso~s. It has been nc~ed that the p~oxi~ative foni.s are o~J..y 
associated vi.th one indiyidual in a third person narrative at a time, 
and that the switch in the application of the form from one individual 
to another corresponds to a shift of point of vie~ in the develop~ent 
of the narrative.) 
55. As stated earlie~, it is the inclusion of reference to speech 
act participants in semantic
·, 
descriptions vhich makes possible the 
incorporation of matters of 1 illocutiona.ry act potential' in the 
description of sentences. An attractive view is that the illocutionnry 
force of a sentence is rep:resent_ed in the deep structure o'f that 
sentence, ·or at least that .,,hat one miRht call t:ie 'straip:htforvnrd 
il~ocutionary act potential• 'of a. sentence should be so represei; ..... . 
!16;~· bc::on ol"'l'er,d,d.''by: Hess:.. Fbr: iient,~'Q<!ieS>"hosr: :?tztr~:l1l\~Cfcj,''.h~v,e, t.he 
il~o:cutd.:on13;~y fo,tc¢,,_ ¢1 :~,~rs.ertin~ or· :io~orrn:in~_, ;c·•c.recl~r;±~~tJ,. there 
~ ~ r,e,as·ens. f:o:r\beli.~.V:iP.Jl tliat the,re ~.s ,, in th~ ,deep s~ruc:t"1re .. :a. 
' 
-s.ilent .lll.o.cut.ionary verb ,of declarin.p; ha.vinp: e. first-person A~rmt 
NP, a. secomi-pers9n· Dative PP, and navir,.g ·the. non~$1;Lertt pti;J.;t .of the 
sentence as its d-i~ect ob;j~c-t:.~b ,. 
{'56~8}· tre:d ,snid th~t 'he- p:e.rs:ona.lly d:i:s~i-kt?S: r'oi"h?S 
(56...b) *Fred 5.i,.fd tha.t Ma:tthn ;pe.rs·on4l1y di.slikcs r_oses 
r}y nn;uT11il:lP. n.. f]-rnt po:rr;r.,n clt?e1Ar:tti.ve OU'f)crcr,intcnce: · nb-oV('! i1.ll ,h~c'lA~t\'t·ivc 
-s~ntcmco$, one· c:a.n i).c,:c·ount,. .i:n R(:rss•s ·tashi-on<, f9r the· accep:tJtbili?t;1 '. of 
(:-5.6~c:'): .p:e~sonalfy.~,,_.. I· d}~"lib:~·· 1tpsE:~'. 
(5(5-....d}' 'xters"rraily ~ ,rr.~d 'dlsJ.ik~s ·~9.s,,es 
·.57, 
~:,cn~cnc.es 
M~:l.:.qq;ously-, t'he p:1e"aditlg~wora<~t'E1'SE· oc-curs o
I . . 
i•mific'd.ia,teiy com:11u1n~ed :Cy. vetb:s of or4ep~,ntr ~r 
nly i.n. 
r'!Hl\l~st·:Lng._ 
the surface 1L 
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:.c:1~rncc, 'thin o.ccounts for the ucccptn.bilit:, of (57-a) o.s opr,ot,cd 
t.o ( 57-'b). 
(57-a) I told Fred to plcasc·leave the room 
(57-b) *I predict tho.t you will please leave the roo::;. . 
Assu.~in~ that imperative sentences are contai~ed in silent perfo~ati ve 
structures of orderinR allows one to explain, by the some principle, 
the acceptability of (57-c) as opposed to (57-d). 
(57-c) pleo.se leave the room  
(57-d) *Fred please left the room  
58. ~~ question about the presuppositional structure of se~tences 
t~~t I have not discussed is that of ~ho does the presupposin~. ?:re-
p~odaction of the utterance, or as en act ~~~~  cy ~~ ~ ~~ ~ to 
or.e or ;:iore of the individue.ls whose pr,operties or e.ctio:-is a.re 
described by the utterance in quest~on. I assu.~e that there ~ill be-
~uch rnore to say about such matters , after one has seen the results 
o~ La.'toff 's exploratior.s into the 1osic of .'vo:-ll-c-:-es.ti:1~ ve::-bs 1 • 
59. The view of semantic interpretatio~ that I have been assu.7.ing 
is roughly this: I believ~ that, given·a full ·grMUllatical. description 
l 
of a sentence~ with complete sem~tic descriptions of the lexical items 
it ·contains, it should be possible ' to •compute' the full semantic 
description of the sentence; includinfh of course, inforr.ia.tion about 
what its utterers must presuppoGe to be true, including its utterers ' 
imputations of presuppositions td;individuals described or referred to 
ir. the sentence•. This 'computation' vill involve many tYJ)es of 
r,~ar.i.~.atical facts and a g:-eat many subtle properties of lexical ite~s. 
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·:'he vi~·,.. is representative of what is called intcrpretive sem;:i.ntics, 
but it. is one which involves operations which ·are quite distinc"t. 
:ro~ ~r:ose proposed ir. the earliest presentations of interpretive 
se~:::.ntics. Operations involving selection restrictions are here 
replaced by n., understa.~ding of presuppositions; this has the e~fect 
of dissolvin~ the problem of discovering the bo~ndary between the 
sema.~tic prope~ties of words (e.g., nouns) ond the physical 
properties o~ the things to which the vords could be correctly 
epplied. Interpretive semantics is one which welcpmes lexical items 
that contuin in their definitions variables not found in the expressions 
that cont~in them. '?ncse variables are relevant to the semantic 
~!"cdic.'.l.t.icns involvinf'; t.h~sc va.rinbles ere more csc;cr.tin.l pc.r'tz of 
say of Fred, literally, that he is a bas~ard, is to say of hi~ mother 
that she vas not married on the day he was .:born. And tha.t is to 
'refer' to someone not mentioned in the orir,inal assertion. 
60~ The a.lterno.tive view, 'W'ithin 'W'ha.t has come to be culled 
'gcnerativ.£.__~cmantics', _15 ho.s it, if I unders.tand correctly vhnt is 
Gcinr; o:., that all of the :..nforma.tion ~eleva.,t to the semantic i:.terpre-
' .. : 	 tation of a sentence must be present in· a. representation of the deep 
structure of that sentence, and that, in· fact,.there is no level of 
'deep structure' that is distinct from the level of semantic repre-
1 
sentation. If in the end the 'eenerative semantics' view turns out to 
be more 	yaJ.id--and I don't knov what I a.-n reveal:fo~ about myself to 
admit that I find the arRIBnents favorin~ generative semantics over-
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1;;!<~1:ninc; but r.omehow not coercive--thcn dcscri pt ion~ of th0. · tyy,P. ~ 
run cnpubla of comine up Yith throu~h my work rill fnll in place, 
vithin the correct theory, on the level of lexicolo.rJ. I believe, 
thnt is, that the observations about the meanings of lexical ite~s. 
the relations which must be described in characterizing the se~antic ,,  
str~cture of expressions containing specific lexical items, ar.d the 
format for expressing these facts, can b~ exactly the se..~e under 
efther viev. 
61. It is the apparatus for dealin~ with. presu?positions that 
~akes me retain faith in the interpretive-semantics position. It is 
~rcquer.tly ~ossible to state the presuppositions of a sentence in 
t~e ~o•.:-of a sche~a vhich operates o~ ~he grar.unatical descriptio~ 
(ir. fact, often e~ough; the surface gr~':l.~atical descriptic~). If ~e 
-:-.c:.~:~, =:a::- cxa.."7,ple, the presup:9osi'-tio::::.1J.l .. c:':'ect of 1 cont:::-a.stis;e. s~:-c:,;;:;, 1 
it ecncralfy seems to be the case that a sentence of the form SUR~ested 
by (61-a) 
(61-e.) X Y Z (where underlinin~ represents emphasisJ
' 
is associated vi.th the pre~upposition sup.r,ested by (61-b) -~ -
{61-b) it has been suggested that X Y' Z [Yhere Y' ~ YJ 
\ 
Given this formu.la~ we can figure out in what contexts one miP.ht say
\ 
(61-c) 
(61-c) It's an essay in descriptive metaphysics. ... 
by imagining what· different type of metaphysics somebody might have 
alluded to in the utterances that preceded (61-c). If it is irr.possible 
for us to do this--because, say, we.know nothinR whateve~ about hoY 
the word METAPHYSICS is used--we cannot understand the presuppositiona.l 
••• < - .. - -M ... ··- _., .... ~ ·-- - •• --·- < • ~ 
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co:;.tc:-it of (61-c), but we know somethinr: ahout how to acauire this 
ur.dcrste.r.di nr.. 
1,: 
G2. ?erha.;~s the main reason I clinp.; to vie"7s of interpretive 
se~a.~tics is that I am unconsciously guilty of the much-discussed sin 
of confusing the linguistic tech..~ical term 1 ~enerate' ~ith the psycho-
logically ~ore immediately understandab1e notion 1produce 1 (as in 
•produce utterances•). I so frequently find myself syea.king without 
any understanding-of vhat I a.."'11 saying that I o_uite naturally think of 
the ability ~o produce a sentence as involving essentially different 
princ~?les from those tha~ are employed in ~i~..u-in~ out ~hat if any-
.. ,..l.._.!'to_O._ inte::1c.ed • -""'~-· --
' 
\ 
\ 
,'i \ 
\ 
'· 
\ 
\ .. 
\ 
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